THE   BEGINNINGS   OF   THE   MIDDLE   AGES
Boniface of Tuscany was no more effectual. Incapable of assuring
the safety of the seas, Charles had to confine himself to protecting
the coast against the Moors, who were making piratical descents
upon it.1 TEe Pope also was compelled to put the coast in a state of
defence in order to protect it against the expeditions of the Saracens.2
After Charles, who had at least an effective defensive policy,
the State was helpless. In 838 Marseilles was invaded. In 842 and
850 the Ara|?s penetrated as far as Aries. In 852 they took Barcelona.
The coast was now defenceless against attack. In 848 it was actually
infested by Greek pirates, and in 958 the Danes, who had circum-
navigated Spain, appeared in Camargue.
About 890 some Saracens from Spain installed themselves
between Hyeres and Fr6jus and established a fortified position at
Fraxnietum (La Garde-Frainet) in the Chalne des Maures,3 From
this they dominated Provence and Dauphine,which they sub-
jected to continual razzias* In 931 they were defeated—an extra-
ordinary incident—-by a Greek fleet.
Not until 973 was Count Guillaume of Aries able to expel them.
Until then they not only retained the mastery of the coast, but
they even controlled the passes of the Alps.5
The situation was no better on the Italian coast. In 935 Genoa
was pillaged.6
It will be understood that under these conditions the ports were
closed to all traffic. For those who wished to enter Italy from the
North the only possible route henceforth was through the passes
of the Alps, where they ran the risk of being robbed or massacred
by the men of Fraxinetum. We find, on the other hand, that the
passes leading to Provence were now deserted.
And it would be a mistake to imagine that there was any trade
1 abel and simson, Jahrbficher des Frankischen Reiches unter Karl dem Grossen,
vol. n, p. 427.	2 M., vol. H, pp. 488-489.
8 In August 890, a text informs us: Sarrazeni Provmtiam depopulates tenant
in solitudinem ridigebant. m.g.h. capita ed. boretius-krausb, vol. n, p. 377.
4 A, schaube, Handelsgeschichte der Romanischen Volker, p. 98.
* Ibid., p. 99-	*
6 In 979 the archbishop of this city declared that res nostrae ecclesiae vostatae
et depopuktae et sine habitatore relicte.
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